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and find homework help for other Things Fall Apart questions at eNotes. What problems did Okonkwo face in Things
Fall Apart that led to his downfall?.

At first he breaks the principle of earth goddess by beating his youngest wife Ojiugo during the week of peace.
When the structure of Umuofia changed, as happens in society, Okonkwo was unable to adapt his methods of
self-evaluation and ways of functioning in the world; the life he was determined to live could not He commits
suicide, a shameful and disgraceful death like his father's. He knew that Umuofia would not go to war. The
clan had undergone such profound change during his exile that it was barely recognisable. Simola, Raisa. The
story follows through the village of Umuofia, present-day Nigeria, and places significant ties between the
historical background in this time period. This emphasise that Okonkwo is a man out of balance, he only
develop one half of his full self because he only accepted the masculine side of his culture. His life seemed
pretty typical and he was successful in his studies. We were all once this way. How could he have begotten a
woman for a son? Okonkwo demands that his family work long hours despite their age or limited physical
stamina, and he nags and beats his wives and son, Nwoye, who Okonkwo believes is womanly like his father,
Unoka. At first it seems that Okonkwo is at his most passive state, as he is unable to stop the missionaries. The
Oracle of the Hills and the caves has pronounced it. Get Essay Okonkwo is described as a strong and powerful
man whose success is purely independent and on his own merit. Here are some ways our essay examples
library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what
doesn't from the reader's perspective. Okonkwo would have returned from exile to the unchanged and
unmoved society in which he would have been able to strive once more for a place of importance in the clan.
The earth goddess whom you have insulted may refuse to give us her increase, we shall all perish. He is a very
structured man with little patience for whatever he believes is wrong. Unoka was a complete failure in the eyes
of the Umuofia people because of his effeminate way of thinking, and, "When Unoka died he had taken no
title at all and he was heavily in debt," Achebe 7. Although Okonkwo is responsible for his own downfall
there were forces beyond his control like the impact of missionaries. Okonkwo will need all of his power to
fight the forces against his world, but tragically he is crippled by the most destructive malady of all, fear of
himself. The world of Umuofia practices common tribal tradition, ancient rituals and customs for example the
worship of gods, war, sacrifice and magic. The definition of a tragic hero according to dictionary. Therefore
Okonkwo is a tragic hero. Achebe employs the form of classical Greek tragedy to tell his African tale of the
rise and fall of Okonkwo If Ikemefuna had not been killed, Nwoye would not have turned to the missionaries.
Okonkwo is impulsive; he acts before he thinks. In his thirties, Okonkwo is a leader of the Igbo community of
Umuofia. Things Fall Apart. He has three wives and many children who live in huts on his compound. It is an
offence against the earth, and a man who commits it will not be buried by his clansmen. A tragic hero holds a
position of power and prestige, chooses his course of action, possesses a tragic flaw, and gains awareness of
circumstances that lead to his fall. The chill of fear grips us as the world of Okonkwo and his clan truly falls
apart. Okonkwo is a man of action but also an avid up keeper of the Igbo culture. Consequently, Okonkwo
offends the Igbo people and their traditions as well as the gods of his clan. Therefore he hated everything that
his father loved including gentleness and idleness. Okonkwo required this external order because of his
childhood and a strained relationship with his father, which was also the root of his fears and subsequent drive
for success. Essay Topic: Literature , Art Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! When Okonkwo
was only eighteen he took down the champion wrestler, which immediately declared his dominance with the
other tribe members. Yes Umuofia has decided to kill him.


